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Titan is a high containment kerb system designed to redirect vehicles onto their 
intended path and prevent overrun of vulnerable areas adjacent to the carriageway.

The size and shape of the Titan Kerb provides a visual warning to the driver as well as a two 
stage physical deterrent to over-riding by vehicles.

The splayed lower profile allows tyres to ride up the kerb compressing the suspension, guiding 
the vehicle back on to the carriageway.

The bulbous outer profile deflects low speed impact with minimum damage to vehicle tyres and 
wheels and without excessive shock.

As the vehicle is kept moving, the risk of collision by following vehicles is also reduced. 
Alternative HGV kerb also available.

Comprehensive Flexible System

The Titan Kerb System is simple but comprehensive, comprising of a range of straight kerbs, 
splay-cut radius kerbs (internal and external), drop kerbs and quadrants.

Installation

Titan Kerb is laid in a similar manner to conventional road kerb. It should be bedded onto a 
suitably prepared foundation of ST4 concrete 150mm thick x 690mm wide and haunched at the 
back for stability. Haunching should extend to within 75mm of the top of the unit. 

Straight and radius Titan Kerbs have been designed with a 3° slope to the back face to aid 
stability and provide an improved key for haunching.

Titan Kerb can be laid with an upstand of between 0 and 25mm on the carriage face.

This allows for continuity of kerb upstand when used in conjunction with half battered kerbs. 

Applications:

	Titan Kerb is intended for use on a 
variety of traffic management and 
road safety applications:

	In highway applications, Titan 
offers improved traffic containment 
capability over conventional 
road kerb. It is therefore ideal 
for situations where additional 
protection is required for footways 
and adjacent properties

	Can be used to create direction 
control systems in car and lorry 
parks, service areas, retail and 
warehouse complexes, industrial 
access, urban highways, etc

	Provides protection to petrol 
pump islands, car park toll booths, 
weighbridges, lighting/signage 
columns, etc

	Allows the creation of traffic 
calming ‘pinch points’.

Titan High Containment Kerb® Kerbs and Edging 
Marshalls Straights

Droppers and Transitions

Radius

Quadrants Angles Offlet (Weir Kerbs)

Standard Kerbs: 
All straight kerbs 
listed are 914mm (3ft) 
standard lengths. The 
125 x 255 HB2 is also 
available in 609mm 
(2ft) lengths.

Abbreviation Guide:
HB Half Battered, 
BN Bullnosed, 
SP 45° Splayed, 
DC Dished Channel, 
SC Square Channel, 
TC Tilted Channel, 
GC Grooved Channel, 
FT Flat Top, 
RT Round Top, 
RH Right hand, 
LH Left hand, 
ER Round Top Edging, 
EF Flat Top Edging, 
EBN Bullnosed Edging, 
CH Chamfered, 
TL Transition Left, 
TR Transition Right.  

See our Geotechnics Guide 
for more information
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The sandless sandbag

G E O T E X T I L E S

Traffic Management

Keyline Utilities can now offer a range of traffic management 
solutions. We specialise in standard and bespoke solutions to fit 
your requirements, including:

Suitable for 750mm & 1000mm cones

Barriers

Cones and branded cones

750mm Cone Mounted 
Chapter 8 Sign Kit

	Barriers

	Traffic calming

	Traffic separators

	Trench covers

	Cones

	Lighting

	Signage.

Key Benefits

	Advice on legislation

	Chapter 8 compliance

	Available in various colours*

	Branded barriers and cones*

	Bespoke signage for road closures, event management 
and others

	Available for hire** or purchase.

* Subject to minimum order quantity. 
** Hire not available on branded items.


